Protect Your Greens and Fairways

with the

VICTOR
MOLE TRAP

This quick, efficient spear and plunger type trap harpoons moles...kills them instantly. Victor Mole Trap is equipped with six sharp, prong spears. Finished with rust-resisting coating. Extreme length when sprung, 16¾".

Out O'Sight Mole Trap

For use in sandy soil. Effective scissors jaw type. Heavy malleable iron construction. Setting levers furnished. Height, 8½"; jaw spread, 2¾".

Order from your supply house

Animal Trap Company of America
Lititz, Pa.

PROTECT
from destructive DOLLAR SPOT
BROWN PATCH • COPPER SPOT with
PURATURF

- Years of experimentation have shown the value of PURATURF as an effective liquid organic turf fungicide. Keep your lawn and turf in good, healthy condition by using PURATURF regularly.

EASY TO USE: No special equipment necessary. Simply mix with required amount of water, stir, and apply as directed. Send for details.

ANNOUNCING—PURATURF 177

The new ORGANIC CADMIUM turf fungicide which gives such outstandingly successful results. A wettable powder, for dry mix or spray. Now available. Write for details.

Distributed by
NIAGARA SPRAYER AND CHEMICAL DIVISION
FOOD MACHINERY CORPORATION
Middleport, N. Y.

Manufactured by
GALLOWHUR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
New York, N. Y.

GREENKEEPERS' WARTIME JOB
WAS POSSIBLE HANDICAP

By Arthur Boggs

The golfer who was out of the country or laid off the game during the war found quite a surprise when he renewed his play. He discovered that the course is in good shape, in fact probably kept its condition much better than his own swing did during the lay-off of war years.

If he thought about the course at all he realized that somebody must have done a lot of work on it to keep it from showing signs of deterioration.

The war did teach the greenkeeper many things. It taught him how to improvise more than he ever had before. The labor situation was worse at golf clubs than in industries where big wages were being paid.

Still the work had to be done on the course. The greens had to be mowed, top-dressed and watered. The fairways had to be mowed, watered and sometimes fertilized. The usual problems of maintenance existed and those golfers who continued to play were about as exacting as ever.

If the greenkeeper was over draft age the work gradually fell heavily on him as the help left, one by one, for military service or work in war plants.

If the greenkeeper left too, then the job had to be taken over by some old-timer on the force who did the best he could.

As a result the greenkeeper had to dress and act as a laborer. He couldn't do all the work that was required and remain well-dressed. That's when members and officials got in the habit of thinking the greenkeeper was just an ordinary sweating grass mower and it may be that the greenkeeper too got out of looking and acting like a superintendent with plenty of supervisory and other responsibilities of an expensive and complex plant.

The greenkeeper in the war years at many clubs did the work of five men and a horse and regardless of the budget kept the course in pretty good shape. But nobody can expect that abnormal condition to prevail in the postwar period.

It looks in some places like the greenkeeper spoiled things for himself by working himself ragged for his club during the war years. But at any club where officials are experienced, observant and have an element of gratitude the adjustment of the greenkeeper to his proper rating as an expert manager of a course has been made without difficulty or misunderstanding.